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Dear 

,

Thank you for your email and sharing DfE’s position on Matter 55 of the London Plan.
At the moment we are due to speak on 3rd, it is likely to be my colleague 

 (copied into

this email) as 

has been leading Sport England’s response to the London Plan although I have

assisting 

 with it. 

and I am happy to have a call to discuss. A meeting might be more difficult

as 

is not based in London however you are welcome to join me at our London office for a

conference call with 

. Would some point on the 25th be convenient?

Kind Regards

 

Planning Manager

T: 

M: 

F: 

E: 

Sport England

RTPI_PE_19_Logo_finalist

This girl can

1st Floor, 21 Bloomsbury Street, London, WC1B 3HF

We have updated our Privacy Statement to reflect the recent changes to data protection law but rest

assured, we will continue looking after your personal data just as carefully as we always have. Our

Privacy Statement is published on our website, and our Data Protection Officer can be contacted by

emailing Erin Stephens

From: 

> 

Sent: 02 April 2019 17:01

To: 

>

Subject: DfE/SE response to New London Plan - Matter 55
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Dear 

,

I wanted to get in touch to introduce myself and confirm the latest position on DfE response to
Matter 55 of the New London Plan. I know you were previously in touch with 

on this but he

has recently moved from DfE to a new role at Defra, so I will be the point of contact on this going
forward. I’ve also just realised it appears we have incorrectly referenced it in previous
correspondence with you as Matter 54, but fortunately GLA have published the response under the
correct Matter (55) online.
In any case, I’ve attached for your reference a copy of the final response we submitted (through
MHCLG). This refers to some revised wording we anticipated GLA would make, which they have now
done, so I will provide an update to our statement to the Inspector before the hearing date. I’ve
seen you have made reference to the same GLA revisions in your statement on Matter 55.
Whilst I will definitely be attending, it’s yet TBC if I/DfE will speak at the hearing session on 3rd May –
I will let you know asap. Are you or anyone from SE planning to attend/speak? If so, it would be
useful to catch up prior to the session so we are consistent in our approach and response to any
questions. A phone call may be all we need, but if you would like to meet, I am happy to host at DfE
or come to you.
I look forward to hearing from you.
Best wishes,

Head of Forward Planning

Capital Directorate | Operations Group

Department for Education | Sanctuary Buildings | 20 Great Smith Street

London | SW1P 3BT | 

Tel: 

Web: www.education.gov.uk I Capital L&D Page here




    

  

  
